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4K Indoor / Outdoor LED Displays 

P5/P6/P8/P10 Curved 

There is no denying the visual impact of native 4K content on an 
ultra HD display - it is simply stunning. Fashion photography takes 
on a whole new level of realism. Visualization applications in 
corporate, academic or government environments are delivered 
in amazing detail. Things never before possible with video display 
are now possible. This is why luxury retail brands, leading 
information display companies are some of the leading visual 
simulation companies in the world are adopting 4K displays at a 
rapid pace. 

Indoor LED screen High resolution in a 
flexible panel down to a stunning 5mm 
and 10 mm pitch. Viewing Angle is 
perfect for the widest audience of 160 
degrees delivers constant 24/7 
reliability. 

C u r v e  U r b a n  T V  



 

  

The flexible/curved LED Panel series uses polymer 

nanotechnology materials, design based on a reliable and solid 

technology. We can supply any size of modules in order to fulfill 

any special requirements. 

 

The new curved LED Modules are perfect solution for 

constructing smart, creative LED display systems with the ability 

to adapt to structures. 

 

A unique rubber based magnetic flexible modular LED screen is 

designed and manufactured for indoor application. 

 

Using our flex LED screen technology, we can create a unique led 

video display solution such as a circular column, curved, waved 

shape LED screen. Imagine the endless messaging, branding and 

advertising opportunities unlocked by the ability to wrap static 

columns, curved or waved wall in convention centers, stadiums, 

shopping centers, and more with seamless, brilliant imagery 

never before has there been such a LED display solution. 



  

 

Fast Maintenance 
With front maintenance design, maintenance efficiency is 10 
times higher than traditional method, significantly saving time 
needed for maintenance. 
 
Super Light and Thin 
15.8KG / panel with a depth of 89 mm which is half of the depth 
of traditional LED screen, saving space and transportation cost. 
 

Noiseless 
Free of fans and air conditions, excluding noise and reducing 
power consumption. 
 

Fine and Smooth Picturing 
Drive IC of high refresh rate and high grey scale to ensure stable 
picture and better visual effect of the screen. The latest 
horizontal-blanking circuit applied to completely eliminate 
phenomenon of blanking and smear. 
 



 

FLEXIBLE CURVE LED DISPLAY 

Scale of Module 

Flexible Soft LED Display can be used for curve, concave, round, S-shape and irregular shape. 

It hase P6mm, P6.5mm, P10mm. Its single module dimension is 160mm (H)*320mm(W). 

Most soft design helped user to apply in the fashion stores, hotels, exhibitions, shopping 

mall or even show booths. Ultra-light weight allow people to carry and install it great quickly. 

Since it is super thin design, customers can store and move it through flight cases in  the 

soonest time. It is hence that save labor cost as well as the storage space 

25.6 cm (W) * 12.8 cm (H) 

32 cm (W) * 16 cm (H) 

 

19.2 cm (W) * 19.2 cm (H) 

 

Out Door / in Door 


